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Linearized	gravity
• Flat,	empty	space	is	a	solution	to	
general	relativity.

• Leading	order	correction,									,						
satisfies	wave	equation

• These	waves	create	a	tidal	
distortion	in	space-time,
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• Time	varying	mass	
quadrupole generates	
gravitational	waves

• Binary	system	is	ideal
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For	a	black	hole:



A	global	network



LIGO	Livingston	Observatory



LIGO	Hanford	Observatory





10-22 change	in	length	of	a	LIGO	arm: 10-18 m
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gravitational
wave:	10-18m

ground	motion:
10-8 m

(1010 × bigger)
thermal	vibrations:

10-12 m
(106 × bigger)

laser	
wavelength:

10-6 m
(1012 × bigger)



output

Signal
Recycling
Mirror

Solution:	
increase	laser	power	
(photon	count)

Fabry-Perot	cavities:	
increase	effective	
arm	length	by	x	300

laser	
wavelength:

10-6 m
(1012 × bigger)
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Signal
Recycling
Mirror

laser	
wavelength:

10-6 m
(1012 × bigger)

Solution:	
increase	laser	power	
(photon	count)

“Recycling”	mirrors	
multiply	effective	
laser	power	by	x	35.	
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Signal
Recycling
Mirror

Combined	effect:
Laser	power	of	100kW	in	
the	arms
è1024 photons	/	sample
è1012 factor	in	sensitivity	

laser	
wavelength:

10-6 m
(1012 × bigger)
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ground	motion:
10-8 m

(1010 × bigger)

Quadruple	pendulum	
suspension	system:	107

+
Active	seismic	
isolation:	103



thermal	
vibrations:
10-12 m

(106 × bigger)

Ultra-high	
mechanical	quality
(Q	~	106)	fused-
silica	optics

ê
isolates	thermal	
motion	into	

narrow	frequency	
bands
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O1	Data	Taking
§ In	September	2015,	we	were	in	the	final	stages	of	
preparation	for	first	Advanced	LIGO	data	run	(O1).

§ The	very	last	step	is	a	short	“Engineering	Run,”	during	
which	on	Sept	14	our	online	monitor	recorded	
GW150914.

§ We	identified	the	signal	within	3	minutes
§ We	responded	by	starting	the	data	run	officially,	
keeping	all	settings	fixed	and	ran	for	16	live	days	
coincidence	time	(long	enough	to	assess	background	
levels,	etc)

§ First	GW	announcement	reported	on	that	data.
§ O1	data	taking	continued	until	12	Jan	2016
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Identifying	the	signals

GW150914

GW151226



the gravitational-wave signal extraction by broadening the
bandwidth of the arm cavities [51,52]. The interferometer
is illuminated with a 1064-nm wavelength Nd:YAG laser,
stabilized in amplitude, frequency, and beam geometry
[53,54]. The gravitational-wave signal is extracted at the
output port using a homodyne readout [55].
These interferometry techniques are designed to maxi-

mize the conversion of strain to optical signal, thereby
minimizing the impact of photon shot noise (the principal
noise at high frequencies). High strain sensitivity also
requires that the test masses have low displacement noise,
which is achieved by isolating them from seismic noise (low
frequencies) and designing them to have low thermal noise
(intermediate frequencies). Each test mass is suspended as
the final stage of a quadruple-pendulum system [56],
supported by an active seismic isolation platform [57].
These systems collectively provide more than 10 orders
of magnitude of isolation from ground motion for frequen-
cies above 10 Hz. Thermal noise is minimized by using
low-mechanical-loss materials in the test masses and their

suspensions: the test masses are 40-kg fused silica substrates
with low-loss dielectric optical coatings [58,59], and are
suspended with fused silica fibers from the stage above [60].
To minimize additional noise sources, all components

other than the laser source are mounted on vibration
isolation stages in ultrahigh vacuum. To reduce optical
phase fluctuations caused by Rayleigh scattering, the
pressure in the 1.2-m diameter tubes containing the arm-
cavity beams is maintained below 1 μPa.
Servo controls are used to hold the arm cavities on

resonance [61] and maintain proper alignment of the optical
components [62]. The detector output is calibrated in strain
by measuring its response to test mass motion induced by
photon pressure from a modulated calibration laser beam
[63]. The calibration is established to an uncertainty (1σ) of
less than 10% in amplitude and 10 degrees in phase, and is
continuously monitored with calibration laser excitations at
selected frequencies. Two alternative methods are used to
validate the absolute calibration, one referenced to the main
laser wavelength and the other to a radio-frequency oscillator

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Simplified diagram of an Advanced LIGO detector (not to scale). A gravitational wave propagating orthogonally to the
detector plane and linearly polarized parallel to the 4-km optical cavities will have the effect of lengthening one 4-km arm and shortening
the other during one half-cycle of the wave; these length changes are reversed during the other half-cycle. The output photodetector
records these differential cavity length variations. While a detector’s directional response is maximal for this case, it is still significant for
most other angles of incidence or polarizations (gravitational waves propagate freely through the Earth). Inset (a): Location and
orientation of the LIGO detectors at Hanford, WA (H1) and Livingston, LA (L1). Inset (b): The instrument noise for each detector near
the time of the signal detection; this is an amplitude spectral density, expressed in terms of equivalent gravitational-wave strain
amplitude. The sensitivity is limited by photon shot noise at frequencies above 150 Hz, and by a superposition of other noise sources at
lower frequencies [47]. Narrow-band features include calibration lines (33–38, 330, and 1080 Hz), vibrational modes of suspension
fibers (500 Hz and harmonics), and 60 Hz electric power grid harmonics.
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from 35 Hz to a peak amplitude at 450 Hz. The signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) accumulates equally in the early inspiral
(∼45 cycles from 35 to 100 Hz) and late inspiral to merger
(∼10 cycles from 100 to 450 Hz). This is different from the
more massive GW150914 binary for which only the last 10
cycles, comprising inspiral and merger, dominated the
SNR. As a consequence, the parameters characterizing
GW151226 have different precision than those of
GW150914. The chirp mass [26,45], which controls the
binary’s evolution during the early inspiral, is determined
very precisely. The individual masses, which rely on
information from the late inspiral and merger, are measured
far less precisely.
Figure 1 illustrates that the amplitude of the signal is less

than the level of the detector noise,where themaximum strain
of the signal is 3.4þ0.7

−0.9 × 10−22 and 3.4þ0.8
−0.9 × 10−22 in LIGO

Hanford and Livingston, respectively. The time-frequency
representation of the detector data shows that the signal is not
easily visible. The signal is more apparent in LIGO Hanford
where the SNR is larger. The SNR difference is predomi-
nantly due to the different sensitivities of the detectors at the
time. Only with the accumulated SNR frommatched filtering
does the signal become apparent in both detectors.

III. DETECTORS

The LIGO detectors measure gravitational-wave strain
using two modified Michelson interferometers located in
Hanford, WA and Livingston, LA [2,3,46]. The two
orthogonal arms of each interferometer are 4 km in length,
each with an optical cavity formed by two mirrors acting as
test masses. A passing gravitational wave alters the

FIG. 1. GW151226 observed by the LIGO Hanford (left column) and Livingston (right column) detectors, where times are relative to
December 26, 2015 at 03:38:53.648 UTC. First row: Strain data from the two detectors, where the data are filtered with a 30–600-Hz
bandpass filter to suppress large fluctuations outside this range and band-reject filters to remove strong instrumental spectral lines [46].
Also shown (black) is the best-match template from a nonprecessing spin waveform model reconstructed using a Bayesian analysis [21]
with the same filtering applied. As a result, modulations in the waveform are present due to this conditioning and not due to precession
effects. The thickness of the line indicates the 90% credible region. See Fig. 5 for a reconstruction of the best-match template with no
filtering applied. Second row: The accumulated peak signal-to-noise ratio (SNRp) as a function of time when integrating from the start of
the best-match template, corresponding to a gravitational-wave frequency of 30 Hz, up to its merger time. The total accumulated SNRp

corresponds to the peak in the next row. Third row: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) time series produced by time shifting the best-match
template waveform and computing the integrated SNR at each point in time. The peak of the SNR time series gives the merger time of
the best-match template for which the highest overlap with the data is achieved. The single-detector SNRs in LIGO Hanford and
Livingston are 10.5 and 7.9, respectively, primarily because of the detectors’ differing sensitivities. Fourth row: Time-frequency
representation [47] of the strain data around the time of GW151226. In contrast to GW150914 [4], the signal is not easily visible.
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VI. ASTROPHYSICAL IMPLICATIONS

The inferred black hole masses are within the range of
dynamically measured masses of black holes found in x-ray
binaries [76–80], unlike GW150914. For the secondary
black hole, there is a probability of 4% that it lies in the
posited 3–5M⊙ gap between observed neutron star and
black hole masses [76,77], and there is no support for the
primary black hole to have a mass in this range.
Binary black hole formation has been predicted through a

range of different channels involving either isolated binaries
or dynamical processes in dense stellar systems [81]. At
present all types of formation channels predict binary black
hole merger rates and black hole masses consistent with the
observational constraints from GW150914 [82–84]. Both
classical isolated binary evolution through the common
envelope phase and dynamical formation are also consistent
with GW151226, whose formation time and time delay to
merger cannot be determined from the merger observation.
Given our current understanding of massive-star evolution,
the measured black hole masses are also consistent with any
metallicity for the stellar progenitors and a broad range of
progenitor masses [85,86].
The spin distribution of the black holes in stellar-mass

binary black holes is unknown; the measurement of a spin
magnitude for at least one companion greater than 0.2 is an
important first step in constraining this distribution.
Predictions of mass ratios and spin tilts with respect to
the orbital angular momentum differ significantly for
different channels. However, our current constraints on
these properties are limited; implications for the

evolutionary history of the observed black hole mergers
are further discussed in [5].
The first observing period of Advanced LIGO provides

evidence for a population of stellar-mass binary black holes
contributing to a stochastic background that could be
higher than previously expected [87]. Additionally, we
find the rate estimate of stellar-mass binary black hole
mergers in the local Universe to be consistent with the
ranges presented in [88]. An updated discussion of the rate
estimates can be found in [5].
A comprehensive discussion of inferred source param-

eters, astrophysical implications, mass distributions, rate
estimations, and tests of general relativity for the binary
black hole mergers detected during Advanced LIGO’s first
observing period may be found in [5].

VII. CONCLUSION

LIGO has detected a second gravitational-wave signal
from the coalescence of two stellar-mass black holes with
lower masses than those measured for GW150914. Public
data associated with GW151226 are available at [89]. The
inferred component masses are consistent with values
dynamically measured in x-ray binaries, but are obtained
through the independent measurement process of gravita-
tional-wave detection.Although it is challenging to constrain
the spins of the initial black holes, we can conclude that at
least one black hole had spin greater than 0.2. These recent
detections in Advanced LIGO’s first observing period have
revealed a population of binary black holes that heralds the
opening of the field of gravitational-wave astronomy.

FIG. 5. Estimated gravitational-wave strain from GW151226 projected onto the LIGO Livingston detector with times relative to
December 26, 2015 at 03:38:53.648 UTC. This shows the full bandwidth, without the filtering used for Fig. 1. Top: The 90% credible
region (as in [57]) for a nonprecessing spin waveform-model reconstruction (gray) and a direct, nonprecessing numerical solution of
Einstein’s equations (red) with parameters consistent with the 90% credible region. Bottom: The gravitational-wave frequency f (left
axis) computed from the numerical-relativity waveform. The cross denotes the location of the maximum of the waveform amplitude,
approximately coincident with the merger of the two black holes. During the inspiral, f can be related to an effective relative velocity
(right axis) given by the post-Newtonian parameter v=c ¼ ðGMπf=c3Þ1=3, where M is the total mass.
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from 35 Hz to a peak amplitude at 450 Hz. The signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) accumulates equally in the early inspiral
(∼45 cycles from 35 to 100 Hz) and late inspiral to merger
(∼10 cycles from 100 to 450 Hz). This is different from the
more massive GW150914 binary for which only the last 10
cycles, comprising inspiral and merger, dominated the
SNR. As a consequence, the parameters characterizing
GW151226 have different precision than those of
GW150914. The chirp mass [26,45], which controls the
binary’s evolution during the early inspiral, is determined
very precisely. The individual masses, which rely on
information from the late inspiral and merger, are measured
far less precisely.
Figure 1 illustrates that the amplitude of the signal is less

than the level of the detector noise,where themaximum strain
of the signal is 3.4þ0.7

−0.9 × 10−22 and 3.4þ0.8
−0.9 × 10−22 in LIGO

Hanford and Livingston, respectively. The time-frequency
representation of the detector data shows that the signal is not
easily visible. The signal is more apparent in LIGO Hanford
where the SNR is larger. The SNR difference is predomi-
nantly due to the different sensitivities of the detectors at the
time. Only with the accumulated SNR frommatched filtering
does the signal become apparent in both detectors.

III. DETECTORS

The LIGO detectors measure gravitational-wave strain
using two modified Michelson interferometers located in
Hanford, WA and Livingston, LA [2,3,46]. The two
orthogonal arms of each interferometer are 4 km in length,
each with an optical cavity formed by two mirrors acting as
test masses. A passing gravitational wave alters the

FIG. 1. GW151226 observed by the LIGO Hanford (left column) and Livingston (right column) detectors, where times are relative to
December 26, 2015 at 03:38:53.648 UTC. First row: Strain data from the two detectors, where the data are filtered with a 30–600-Hz
bandpass filter to suppress large fluctuations outside this range and band-reject filters to remove strong instrumental spectral lines [46].
Also shown (black) is the best-match template from a nonprecessing spin waveform model reconstructed using a Bayesian analysis [21]
with the same filtering applied. As a result, modulations in the waveform are present due to this conditioning and not due to precession
effects. The thickness of the line indicates the 90% credible region. See Fig. 5 for a reconstruction of the best-match template with no
filtering applied. Second row: The accumulated peak signal-to-noise ratio (SNRp) as a function of time when integrating from the start of
the best-match template, corresponding to a gravitational-wave frequency of 30 Hz, up to its merger time. The total accumulated SNRp

corresponds to the peak in the next row. Third row: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) time series produced by time shifting the best-match
template waveform and computing the integrated SNR at each point in time. The peak of the SNR time series gives the merger time of
the best-match template for which the highest overlap with the data is achieved. The single-detector SNRs in LIGO Hanford and
Livingston are 10.5 and 7.9, respectively, primarily because of the detectors’ differing sensitivities. Fourth row: Time-frequency
representation [47] of the strain data around the time of GW151226. In contrast to GW150914 [4], the signal is not easily visible.
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Binary	Merger	Search

§ Use	known	waveforms	to	
search	for	binary	signals.

§ Calculate	Signal	to	Noise	
Ratio	(SNR),	r(t),	identify	
maxima,	and	reweight	by	a	
c2 consistency	measure.

§ Require	coincidence	between	
detectors	within	15	msec.

§ Detection	statistic:	
quadrature	sum	of	the	signal	
to	noise	in	each	detector.

§ Background:	Time	shift	by	
multiples	of	0.1	seconds	and	
repeat	search.	

4

tive to BBH mergers with total mass ⇠ 30M� or greater [60].
A bank of template waveforms is used to cover the parame-

ter space to be searched [53, 61–64]. The gravitational wave-
forms depend upon the masses m1,2 (using the convention that
m1 � m2), and angular momenta S1,2 of the binary compo-
nents. We characterise the angular momentum in terms of the
dimensionless spin magnitude

a1,2 =
c

Gm2
1,2

|S1,2| , (2)

and the component aligned with the direction of the orbital
angular momentum, L, of the binary [65, 66],

c1,2 =
c

Gm2
1,2

S1,2 · L̂ . (3)

We restrict this template bank to systems for which the spin
of the systems is aligned (or anti-aligned) with the orbital an-
gular momentum of the binary. Consequently, the waveforms
depends primarily upon the chirp mass [67–69]

M =
(m1m2)3/5

M1/5 , (4)

the mass ratio [18]

q =
m2

m1
 1, (5)

and the effective spin parameter [70–73]

ceff =
m1c1 +m2c2

M
, (6)

where M = m1 +m2 is the binary’s total mass. The chirp mass
and effective spin are combinations of masses and spin which
have significant impact on the evolution of the inspiral, and
are therefore accurately measured parameters for gravitational
waveforms [56, 74–77].

The minimum black hole mass is taken to be 2M�, con-
sistent with the largest known masses of neutron stars [78].
There is no known maximum black hole mass [79], however
we limit this template bank to binaries with a total mass less
than M  100M�. For higher mass binaries, the Advanced
LIGO detectors are sensitive to only the final few cycles of in-
spiral plus merger, making the analysis more susceptible to
noise transients. The results of searches for more massive
BBH mergers will be reported in future publications. In prin-
ciple, black hole spins can lie anywhere in the range from �1
(maximal and anti-aligned) to +1 (maximal and aligned). We
limit the spin magnitude to less than 0.99, which is the re-
gion over which we are able to generate valid template wave-
forms [8]. The bank of templates used for the analysis is
shown in Figure 2.

Both analyses separately correlate the data from each de-
tector with template waveforms that model the expected sig-
nal. The analyses identify candidate events that are detected
at both the Hanford and Livingston observatories consistent
with the 10 ms inter-site propagation time. Additional sig-
nal consistency tests are performed to mitigate the effects of

100 101 102

m1 [M�]

100

101

m
2

[M
�

]

|�1| < 0.9895, |�2| < 0.05

|�1,2| < 0.05

|�1,2| < 0.9895

GW150914
GW151226
LVT151012 (gstlal)
LVT151012 (PyCBC)

FIG. 2. The four-dimensional search parameter space covered by
the template bank shown projected into the component-mass plane,
using the convention m1 > m2. The colours indicate mass regions
with different limits on the dimensionless spin parameters c1 and
c2. Symbols indicate the best matching templates for GW150914,
GW151226 and LVT151012. For GW150914, GW151226 the tem-
plate was the same in the PyCBC and GstLAL searches while for
LVT151012 they differed. The parameters of the best matching tem-
plates are not the same as the detector frame masses provided by the
detailed parameter estimation discussed in Section IV.

non-stationary transients in the data. Events are assigned a
detection-statistic value that ranks their likelihood of being a
gravitational-wave signal. For PyCBC, r̂c is the quadrature
sum of signal-consistency re-weighted SNRs in the two de-
tectors. For GstLAL, lnL is the log-likelihood ratio for the
signal and noise models. The detection statistics are compared
to the estimated detector noise background to determine, for
each candidate event, the probability that detector noise would
give rise to at least one equally significant event. Further de-
tails of the analysis methods are available in Appendix A.

The results for the two different analyses are presented
in Figure 3. The figure shows the observed distribution of
events, as well as the background distribution used to assess
significance. In both analyses, there are three events that
lie above the estimated background: GW150914, GW151226
and LVT151012. All three of these are consistent with being
BBH merger signals and are discussed in further detail be-
low. The templates producing the highest significance in the
two analyses are indicated in Figure 2, the gravitational wave-
forms are shown in Figure 1 and key parameters are summa-
rized in Table I. There were no other significant BBH trig-
gers in the first advanced LIGO observing run. All other ob-
served events are consistent with the noise background for the
search. Follow up of the coincident events r̂c ⇡ 9 in the Py-
CBC analysis suggests that they are likely due to noise fluctu-
ations or poor data quality, rather than a population of weaker
gravitational-wave signals.

It is clear from Figure 3 that at high significance, the
background distribution is dominated by the presence of
GW150914 in the data. Consequently, once an event has
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FIG. 3. Search results from the two analyses. The upper left hand plot shows the PyCBC result for signals with chirp mass M > 1.74M�
(the chirp mass of a m1 = m2 = 2M� binary) and fpeak > 100Hz while the upper right hand plot shows the GstLAL result. In both analyses,
GW150914 is the most significant event in the data, and is more significant than any background event in the data. It is identified with a
significance greater than 5s in both analysies. As GW150914 is so significant, the high significance background is dominated by its presence
in the data. Once it has been identified as a signal, we remove it from the background estimation to evaluate the significance of the remaining
events. The lower plots show results with GW150914 removed from both the foreground and background, with the PyCBC result on the left and
GstLAL result on the right. In both analyses, GW151226 is identified as the most significant event remaining in the data. GW151226 is more
significant than the remaining background in the PyCBC analysis, with a significance of greater than 5s . In the GstLAL search GW151226 is
measured to have a significance of 4.5s . The third most significant event in the search, LVT151012 is identified with a significance of 1.7s

and 2.0s in the two analyses respectively. The significance obtained for LVT151012 is only marginally affected by including or removing
background contributions from GW150914 and GW151226.

been confidently identified as a signal, we remove triggers
associated to it from the background in order to get an ac-
curate estimate of the noise background for lower amplitude
events. The lower panel of Figure 3 shows the search results
with GW150914 removed from both the foreground and back-
ground distributions.

A. GW150914

GW150914 was observed on September 14, 2015 at
09:50:45 UTC with a matched filter SNR of 23.7.1 It is re-
covered with a re-weighted SNR in the PyCBC analysis of
r̂c = 22.7 and a likelihood of 84.7 in the GstLAL analysis.
A detailed discussion of GW150914 is given in [16, 38, 43],
where it was presented as the most significant event in the first

1 We quote the matched filter SNR as computed by the PyCBC search using
the updated calibration, the GstLAL values agree within 2%.
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A	black	hole	binary

• Orbits	decay	due	to	
emission	of	
gravitational	waves

• Leading	order
determined	by	
“chirp	mass”	
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590 deg2, primarily in the southern hemisphere. The binary merges into a black hole of mass 62+4

�4

M�279

and spin 0.67+0.05
�0.07. This black hole is significantly more massive than any other known in the stellar-mass280

regime.281

PACS numbers: 04.80.Nn, 04.25.dg, 95.85.Sz, 97.80.–d282

Introduction— In [1] we reported the detection283

of gravitational waves (GWs), observed on Septem-284

ber 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC by the twin instruments of285

the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory286

(LIGO) located at Hanford, Washington, and Livingston,287

Louisiana, in the USA [2, 3]. The transient signal, named288

GW150914, was detected with a false-alarm-probability of289

< 2 ⇥ 10�7 and has been associated with the merger of a290

binary system of black holes (BHs).291

Here we discuss the properties of this source and its in-292

ferred parameters. The results are based on a complete293

analysis of the data surrounding this event. The only in-294

formation from the search-stage is the time of arrival of295

the signal. Crucially, this analysis differs from the search296

in three fundamental ways: it is coherent across the LIGO297

network, it uses waveform models that include the full rich-298

ness of the physics introduced by BH spins, and it cov-299

ers the full multidimensional parameter space of the con-300

sidered models with a fine (stochastic) sampling; we also301

account for uncertainty in the calibration of the measured302

strain.303

In general relativity, two bodies in orbit slowly spiral to-304

gether due to the loss of energy and momentum through305

gravitational radiation [4, 5]. This is in contrast to New-306

tonian gravity where bodies can follow closed, elliptical307

orbits [6, 7]. As the binary shrinks, the frequency and am-308

plitude of the emitted GWs increase. Eventually the two309

objects merge. If these bodies are BHs, they form a single310

perturbed BH that settles down in its final state by radiating311

GWs at constant frequency with amplitude damped over a312

few cycles [8, 9].313

An isolated BH is described by only its mass and spin,314

since we expect the electric charge of astrophysical BHs to315

be negligible [10–13]. Merging binary black holes (BBHs)316

are therefore relatively simple systems. The two BHs are317

described by eight intrinsic parameters: the masses m
1,2318

and spins S
1,2 (magnitude and orientation) of the individ-319

ual BHs. For a BH of mass m, the spin can be at most320

Gm2/c; hence it is conventional to quote the spin magni-321

tude a = c|S|/(Gm2)  1. Nine additional parameters322

are needed to fully describe the binary: the location (lu-323

minosity distance D
L

, right ascension ↵ and declination324

�); orientation (the binary’s orbital inclination ◆ and polar-325

ization  ); time t
c

and phase �
c

of coalescence, and the326

eccentricity (two parameters) of the system.327

Radiation reaction is efficient in circularising orbits [14]328

before the signal enters the sensitivity band of the instru-329

ments. In our analysis, we assume circular orbits (we there-330

fore do not include the eccentricity parameters), and we331

find no evidence for residual eccentricity, see the Discus-332

sion and [15]. Under the approximation of circular orbit,333

dominant emission from the binary occurs at twice the or-334

bital frequency [16]335

The gravitational waveform observed for GW150914336

comprises of order of 10 cycles during the inspiral phase337

from where it enters LIGO’s sensitive band at 20 Hz, fol-338

lowed by the merger and ringdown. The properties of the339

binary affect the phase and amplitude evolution of the reg-340

istered signal, leaving fingerprints that can be exploited to341

measure the source parameters.342

Here we briefly summarise these signatures, and provide343

an insight into our ability to characterise the properties of344

GW150914 before we present the details of the Results; for345

methodological studies, we refer the reader to [17–21] and346

references therein.347

In general relativity, gravitational radiation is fully de-348

scribed by two independent, and time-dependent polariza-349

tions, h
+

and h⇥. Each instrument k measures the strain350

hk = F
(+)

k h
+

+ F
(⇥)

k h⇥ , (1)

a linear combination of the polarisations weighted by the
antenna beam patterns F (+,⇥)

k (↵, �, ), which in turn de-
pend on the source location in the sky and the polarisation
of the waves [22]. During the inspiral and at the leading
order, the GW polarizations can be expressed as

h
+

(t) = A
GW

(t)
�
1 + cos2 ◆

�
cos�

GW

(t) , (2a)
h⇥(t) = �2A

GW

(t) cos ◆ sin�
GW

(t) , (2b)

where A
GW

(t) and �
GW

(t) are the GW amplitude and351

phase, respectively. For a binary viewed face-on, GWs are352

circularly polarized, whereas for a binary observed edge-353

on, GWs are linearly polarized.354

During the inspiral, the phase evolution355

�
GW

(t;m
1,2,S1,2) can be computed using post-356

Newtonian (PN) theory, which is a perturbative expansion357

in powers of the orbital velocity v/c [23]. For GW150914,358

v/c is in the range ⇡ 0.2–0.5 in the LIGO sensitivity359

band. At the leading order, the phase evolution is driven360

by a particular combination of the two masses, commonly361

called the chirp mass [24],362

M =
(m

1

m
2

)3/5

M 1/5
' c3

G


5

96
⇡�8/3f�11/3ḟ

�
3/5

, (3)

where f is the GW frequency, ḟ is its time derivative and363

M = m
1

+ m
2

is the total mass. Additional parameters364

enter at each of the following PN orders. First, the mass365

ratio, q = m
2

/m
1

 1, and the BH spin components par-366

allel to the orbital angular momentum vector L affect the367



A	black	hole	binary

• Binary	is	at	least	
sixty	times	as	
massive	as	the	sun.

• Bodies	are	in	orbit	
until	centres	are	
separated	by	a	
few	hundred	km.





• Total	mass	 ->		Change	in	time	scale
• Mass	ratio	and	spins

->		Change	in	amplitude	/	frequency	evolution
(“total”	spin	has	the	dominant	effect)

What	affects	the	waveform?



Cosmological	effects

• Binary	merger	signal	has	a	characteristic	shape
– Scales	with	the	mass,	M,	of	the	system

• Redshift	reduces	observed	frequencies
– Indistinguishable	from	change	in	mass	
=>		measure		M	(1	+z)

• Amplitude	scales
– inversely	with	the	co-moving	distance,	DC
– with	the	total	mass,	M

• Directly	measure:	
– luminosity	distance,	DL	=	DC	(1	+	z)
– Redshifted	mass,	M	(1	+	z)
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FIG. 1. Left: Amplitude spectral density of the total strain noise of the H1 and L1 detectors,
p

S( f ), in units of strain per
p

Hz, and the
recovered signals of GW150914, GW151226 and LVT151012 plotted so that the relative amplitudes can be related to the SNR of the signal
(as described in the text). Right: Time evolution of the waveforms from when they enter the detectors’ sensitive band at 30 Hz. All bands
show the 90% credible regions of the LIGO Hanford signal reconstructions from a coherent Bayesian analysis using a non-precessing spin
waveform model [45].

The gravitational-wave signal from a BBH merger takes the
form of a chirp, increasing in frequency and amplitude as the
black holes spiral inwards. The amplitude of the signal is
maximum at the merger, after which it decays rapidly as the fi-
nal black hole rings down to equilibrium. In the frequency do-
main, the amplitude decreases with frequency during inspiral,
as the signal spends a greater number of cycles at lower fre-
quencies. This is followed by a slower falloff during merger
and then a steep decrease during the ringdown. The amplitude
of GW150914 is significantly larger than the other two events
and at the time of the merger the gravitational-wave signal
lies well above the noise. GW151226 has lower amplitude but
sweeps across the whole detector’s sensitive band up to nearly
800 Hz. The corresponding time series of the three wave-
forms are plotted in the right panel of Figure 1 to better vi-
sualize the difference in duration within the Advanced LIGO
band: GW150914 lasts only a few cycles while LVT151012
and GW151226 have lower amplitude but last longer.

The analysis presented in this paper includes the total set of
O1 data from September 12, 2015 to January 19, 2016, which
contains a total coincident analysis time of 51.5 days accu-
mulated when both detectors were operating in their normal
state. As described in [13] with regard to the first 16 days
of O1 data, the output data of both detectors typically con-
tain non-stationary and non-Gaussian features, in the form of
transient noise artifacts of varying durations. Longer duration
artifacts, such as non-stationary behavior in the interferom-
eter noise, are not very detrimental to CBC searches as they
occur on a time-scale that is much longer than any CBC wave-

form. However, shorter duration artifacts can pollute the noise
background distribution of CBC searches. Many of these arti-
facts have distinct signatures [48] visible in the auxiliary data
channels from the large number of sensors used to monitor in-
strumental or environmental disturbances at each observatory
site [49]. When a significant noise source is identified, con-
taminated data are removed from the analysis data set. After
applying this data quality process, detailed in [50], the remain-
ing coincident analysis time in O1 is 48.6 days. The analyses
search only stretches of data longer than a minimum duration,
to ensure that the detectors are operating stably. The choice is
different in the two analyses and reduces the available data to
46.1 days for the PyCBC analysis and 48.3 days for the Gst-
LAL analysis.

III. SEARCH RESULTS

Two different, largely independent, analyses have been im-
plemented to search for stellar-mass BBH signals in the data
of O1: PyCBC [2–4] and GstLAL [5–7]. Both these analyses
employ matched filtering [51–59] with waveforms given by
models based on general relativity [8, 9] to search for gravi-
tational waves from binary neutron stars, BBHs, and neutron
star–black hole binaries. In this paper, we focus on the results
of the matched filter search for BBHs. Results of the searches
for binary neutron stars and neutron star–black hole binaries
will be reported elsewhere. These matched-filter searches are
complemented by generic transient searches which are sensi-

Observed	Signals



Masses



Stellar	mass	black	holes
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Distance	and	sky	position



Telescope	Observations



Final	mass	and	spin



Consistency	with	
General	Relativity

From	Abbott	et	al,
“Tests	of	general	
relativity	with	
GW150914”,	2016



Future	Observing



Planned	LIGO-Virgo	Observing

Living	Rev.	Relativity	19	
(2016),	1



Planned	LIGO-Virgo	Observing

Time

Early

Mid

Late

Design

1 Jan

2015

1 Jan

2016

1 Jan

2017

1 Jan

2018

1 Jan

2019

1 Jan

2020

1 Jan

2021

1 Jan

2022

1 Jan

2023

1 Jan

2024

1 Jan

2025

Virgo

LIGO

O2 and beyond

SIGRAV 2016 - CEFALU' 31

• The second observing run O2 will most probably starts this fall 2016. Later the

interferometer Virgo will join the run.

orientation-averaged distance

for BNS detection with SNR = 8

Living Reviews in Relativity 19, 1 (2016)

Living	Rev.	Relativity	19	
(2016),	1

O1 O2 O3



Expectations	for	future	runs

Probability	of	
observing	
• N	>	2	(blue)
• N	>	10	(green)
• N	>	40	(red)
highly	significant	
events,	as	a	function	
of	surveyed	time-
volume.	
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Summary
• GW150914 and	GW151226 are	the	first	direct	detections	of	GWs	

and	the	first	observations	of	binary	black	hole	mergers.

• GW150914 contains	the	most	massive known stellar-mass	black	
holes.	

• GW150914 and	GW151226 provide	the	opportunity	test	General	
Relativity	in	the	large	velocity,	highly	nonlinear	regime.

• LIGO	resumed	the	search	for	gravitational	waves	on	
November	30,	2016.

• We	expect	to	observe	many	more	binary	black	hole	mergers	in	
the	coming	years,	as	well	as	binaries	containing	neutron	stars.

• Continue	to	look	for	electromagnetic	counterparts	to	
gravitational	wave	signals.


